Will you take on the challenge with us as

Business Engineer

and work in our Team based in Hildesheim (or Fürth), Germany

At SWEP, we believe our future rests on giving more energy than we take - to our planet and to our people.

As the world's leading supplier of efficient heat transfer technology, we are driving the conversion to sustainable energy usage in heat transfer. We are dedicated to constantly creating more from less energy, material, and space.

For us at SWEP, it's more than just a job, it's a commitment to making a difference and an impact by finding new ways to make energy last longer - globally and locally. We are striving for record-breaking growth and are looking for individuals who think like entrepreneurs, have an open mind, care about the environment, and want to inspire and be inspired. Come and join us!

What will you do

As Business Engineer you will support Global and Regional Customers in EMEA, where you will provide technical expertise and guidance. In this role, you will execute a wide range of tasks, such as technical and commercial support, product selections, application know-how and other related tasks like quotations, prototype and production set ups.

The position is the key link between the market, sales and all other departments within SWEP where you will have many interactions. In this role you will also be part of different projects and other assignments.

Your background

You have a university degree in a technical field (mechanical, chemical, energy, thermodynamics or related). You speak and write fluent German and English.

- 1-3 years of working experience in a sales environment, preferably from the HVAC or Industrial Applications (to delete)
- Advanced user of MS Office
- Experience in selection tools and CRM systems is a plus
- Experience from managing projects

Who you are

We are looking for a proactive and target-oriented person with good communication, technical, and project management skills who has the potential to develop into a more commercial or technical specialist role in the long-term.

You are self-driven, proactive and highly goal-oriented with interest in energy/environment. You are structured, a team player with the ability to build relationships with customers and all functions within SWEP, locally as well as globally. You should have the ability to work with a wide range of tasks in a matrix set up.

And some more

During normal times you also travel to customer meetings and partners. You will be a part of the Business Engineer EMEA Central Team which has a lot of experience that will support you. SWEP also offers a wide range of benefits and fun.

For more information about the position, please contact Natalie Trott, Business Engineer Team Manager EMEA, mobile +49 1707984784 or natalie.trott@swep.net